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BMO FOR NONDOUBLING MEASURES

J. MATEU, P. MATTILA, A. NICOLAU, and J. OROBITG

1. Introduction. The Calderón-Zygmund theory of singular integrals has been
traditionally considered with respect to a measure satisfying a doubling condition.
Recently, Tolsa [T] and, independently, Nazarov, Treil, and Volberg [NTV] have
shown that this standard doubling condition was not really necessary. Likewise, in
the homogeneous spaces setting, functions of boundedmean oscillation, BMO, and its
predualH 1, the atomic Hardy space, play an important role in the theory of singular
integrals.
This note is an attempt to find good substitutes for the spaces BMO andH 1 when

the underlyingmeasure is nondoubling. Our hope was that we would have been able to
prove some results of Tolsa, Nazarov, Treil, and Volberg, via BMO-H 1 interpolation,
but in this respect we were unsuccessful.
Let µ be a nonnegative Radon measure onRn. A function f ∈ L1

loc(µ) is said to
belong to BMO(µ) if the inequality∫

Q

|f (x)−fQ|dµ(x)≤ Cµ(Q)(1)

holds for all cubesQ with sides parallel to the coordinate axes;fQ = (µ(Q))−1∫
Q
f dµ denotes the mean value off over the cubeQ. The smallest boundC for

which (1) is satisfied is then taken to be the “norm” off in this space, and it is
denoted by‖f ‖∗.
One says that BMO(µ) has the John-Nirenberg property when there exist positive

constantsc1 andc2 so that wheneverf ∈ BMO(µ), then for everyλ > 0 and every
cubeQ with sides parallel to the coordinate axes, one has

µ
({x ∈Q : |f (x)−fQ|> λ})≤ c1e

−c2λ/‖f ‖∗µ(Q).

It is well known that if a measureµ is doubling (i.e., there exists a constantC = C(µ)

such thatµ(2Q) ≤ Cµ(Q) for all cubesQ), then it satisfies the John-Nirenberg
inequality. We give examples of nonnegative Radon measures onRn which do not
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